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ABSTRACT 

Laboratory measurements and field data indicate that self-potential 

anomalies comparable to those observed in many areas of geothermal activ

ity may be generated by thermoelectric or electrokinetic coupling processes. 

A study using an analytical technique based on concepts of irreversible 

thermodynamics indicates that, for a simple spherical source model, 

potentials generated by electrokinetic coupling may be of greater amplitude 

than those developed by thermoelectric coupling. Before any more quan

titative interpretations of potentials generated by geothermal activity 

can be made, analytical solutions for more realistic geometries must be 

developed, and values of in situ coupling coefficients must be obtained. 

If the measuring electro~es are not watered, and if telluric currents 

and changes in electrode polarization are monitored and corrections made 

for their effects, most self-potential measurements are reproducible within 

about ±5 mV. Reproducible short-wavelength geologic noise of as much 

as ±10 mV, primarily ~aused by variation in soil properties, is common 

in arid areas, with lower values in areas of uniform, moist soil. Because 

self-potential variations may be produced by conductive mineral deposits, 

stray currents from cultural activity, and changes in geologic or geo

chemical conditions, self-potential data must be analyzed carefully before 

a geothermal origin is assigned to observed anomalies. 

Self-potential surveys conducted in a variety of geothermal areas 

show anomalies ranging from about 50 mV to over 2 V in amplitude over 
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distances of about 100 m to 10 km. The polarity and waveform of the observed 

anomalies vary, with positive, negative, bipolar, and multipolar anomalies 

having been reported from different areas. Steep potential gradients often 

are seen over faults which are thought to act as conduits for thermal 

fluids. In some areas, anomalies several kilometers wide correlate with 

regions of known elevated thermal gradient or heat flow. 
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Introduction 

Self-potential anomalies that appear to be related to geothermal 

activity have been reported from a considerable number of geothermal 

areas. In this paper we discuss some possible source mechanisms for these 

anomalies, and give examples of noise and data reproducibility problems 

that often are encountered in self-potential work, and are more severe 

in large-scale geothermal surveys than in the relatively small-scale 

surveys conducted for mineral exploration. We then briefly summarize 

previously reported self-potential surveys conducted in geothermal areas 

and present recent results from five additional areas: Grass Valley, 

Nevada; Cerro Prieto, Baja California, Mexico; Mono Lake, California; 

Roosevelt Hot Springs, Utah; and Steamboat Springs, Nevada. 

Possible mechanisms of self-potential generation by geothermal activity 

Although the observed self-potential anomalies described later in 

this paper appear to be related to geothermal activity, the mechanism by 

which these anomalies are generated is not well understood at this time. 

However, there is evidence that both the elevated temperature and the 

circulation of subsurface fluids which are characteristic of geothermal 

systems are capable of generating surface potential fields comparable 

in wavelength and amplitude to the self-potential anomalies observed in 

geothermal areas. The mechanisms by which elevated temperature and the 

flow of subsurface fluids may generate such anomalies are discussed below. 

1. Thermoelectric Coupling 

If a temperature gradient is maintained across a sample of rock, a 

corresponding voltage gradient will appear across the sample. This phe-
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nomenon is known as thermoelectric coup11ng, and may be caused by differ-

ential thermal diffusion of ions in the pore fluid and of electrons and 

donor ions in the rock matrix; a process known as the Soret effect (Heikes 

and Ure, 1961). The ratio of the voltage to the temperature difference, 

6V/6T, is called the thermoelectric coupling coefficient. 

Data presented by Nourbehect (1963) for a variety of rock types give 

thermoelectric coupling coefficients ranging from -0.09 to +1.36 mV/°C, 

0 with an average value of about 0.27 mV/ C. Dorfman et al. (1977) obtained 

0 coefficients ranging from about 0.3 to 1.5 mV/ C for a variety of sand-

stone, 1 lmestone and serpentenite samples. In a related experiment 

by Dorfman et al. (1977), a point heat source of 49°C inserted near the 

center of a 1 imestone block measuring about 2 x 1 x 1 m was seen to 

immediately generate a surface potential field of about +20 mV amplitude 

centered over the heat source. In an experiment using powdered and crys-

tall ine pyrite samples, Yamashita (1961) measured a coupling coefficient 

of about -0.25 mV/°C. 

A technique based on the concepts of irreversible thermodyanmics 

to yield surface self-potential fields generated by subsurface thermo-

electric coupling is described by Noubehecht (1963). This approach re-

quires the presence of a boundary that separates regions of differing 

thermoelectric coupling coefficients and is intersected by a body of 

elevated temperature relative to its surroundings. 

Curves showing the thermoelectric potential generated by a sphere of 

uniform elevated temperaturi are given by Nourbehecht (1963). As a first 

approximation to a geothermal model, we consider a buried sphere centered 

• 
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at a depth equal to its diameter and intersected through its center by 

a horizontal boundary separating an upper layer of conductivity a
1 

from 

an infinitely deep lower layer of conductivity 3 a 1 (Fig. 1). For this 

case, the maximum surface potential is about 0.15 [(C 1-c 2)6T] mV, where 

c1 and c2 are the thermoelectric coupling coefficients of the upper and 

lower layers, respectively, and 6T is the temperature difference between 

the sphere and its surroundings. 

For a large value of (c 1-c 2) of 1 mV/°C and a 6T of 100°C the 

maximum potential is about 15 mV, and for a more realistic value of (c 1-c 2) 

of 0.2 mV/°C the maximum potential is about 3 mV. The polarity of the 

anomaly depends on the sign of (C 1-c 2). This is an important point, as 

it indicates that thermoelectric anomalies may be of either positive or 
. 
negative polarity. 

Anomalies generated by this model are of smaller amplitude than 

usually seen in geothermal areas, a;1d they would be difficult to distinguish 

from typical background noise (discussed later in this paper). More 

concentrated areas of high temperature at shallow depth, such as thermal 

fluids in a fault zone, could result in anomalies of shorter wavelength 

and greater amplitude, which would be more readily detectable~ If the 

relatively long-wavelength (several km), large-amplitude (50 mV or more) 

anomalies seen in some geothermal areas are generated by thermoelectric 

eoupl ing, either the in situ thermoelectric coupling coefficients are 

larger than those measured in the laboratory, or the sources are of different 

geometry than the sphere model considered above. More quantitative inter-

pretation of possible thermoelectric effects awaits the measurement of 
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ln situ thermoelectric coupling coefficients in geothermal areas, and 

the development of analytical methods to calculate the surface self

potential expression for more realistic geothermal models. 

Several field examples seem to indicate that measurable self-potentials 

may be generated by elevated subsurface temperatures. A series of measure

ments made by Dorfman et al. (1977) over steam and fire flood wells used 

for secondary recovery of petroleum at depths of about 200 m showed 

positive self-potentials which correlated with the location of the steam or 

fire front as determined from temperatures at the heads of recovery wells. 

)n this case, the steep gradients of the surface potential field implied 

that some sort of vertical structure may have influenced the surface ex

pression of the potential field generated at d~pth. Electrokinetic coup! ing 

(discussed later in this paper) also may have contributed to the anomaly. 

The boundaries of the self-potential anom~l ies measured at Leach Hot 

Springs, Nevada (Figs. 6 and 7), Mono Lake, California (Fig. 10), and 

Roosevelt Hot Springs, Utah (Fig. 11) appear to correlate with the 1 imits 

of areas of known anomalously high heat flow, allowing the possibility 

that at least a portion of these anomalies was generated by thermoelectric 

coupling. 

Self-potential surveys conducted over shallow coal burns provide 

additional examples of possible thermoelectric coupling in the earth. 

On the assumption that a shallow coal mine fire might be a good model of 

a miniature geothermal system, surveys were made of two shallow burns. 

A survey at Marshall, Colorado (Fig. 2) shows a well-defined negative 

anoma 1 y of 140 m\1 peak amp 1 i tude centered over what appeared to be the 
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burning region as evidenced by smoke and steam issuing from some vents. 

The coal seam is at a depth of about 10 m and is capped to the surface 

by sandstone. 

A survey of a coal burn at Acme, Wyoming gave similar results. In 

• one area the burn was at most 3 m below the surface and rocks glowing red 

30 em below the surface could be seen in slump cracks. A positive anomaly 
~ 

of about 30 mV maximum amplitude was associated with this extreme thermal 

gradient. Larger anomalies were noted where the overburden was thicker, 

possibly indicating that electrokinetic effects were augmenting the thermo-

electric component. 

2. Electrokinetic coup! ing 

The flow of a fluid through a porous medium may generate an electric 

potential gradient (called the electrokinetic or streaming potential) 

along the flow path by the interaction of the moving pore fluid with the 

Helmholtz double layer at the pore surface, a process known as electro-

kinetic coupling (Macinnes, 1961). The streaming potential, E, generated 

by the flow.of fluid through a capillary tube is given by 

E = ~I llP 
Lfnn ' 

( 1 ) 

where~ s, and n are, respectively, the electrical resistivity, dielectric 

,, constant, and viscosity of the pore fluid; llP is the pressur~ drop along the 

flow path (related through Darcy•s law to the fluid viscosity and flowrate 

and permeability of the medium); and S• the zeta potential, is the voltage 

across the Helmholtz double layer. Not enough is presentlyknownabout the 

behavior of p, s , and n in the pores of rocks and soil to allow direct 
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calculation of the electrokinetic coupling coefficient E/~P. Ass may be 

either positive or negative (Dakhnov, 1962), E may either increase or decrease 

along the flow path. 

Measured values of the streaming potential coupling coefficient E/~P in 

a variety of rocks listed by Nourbehecht (1963) range from -12 to +31 mV/atm 

in sandstones with distilled water used as the pore fluid. Tuman (1963) 

obtained E/~P values of about iSOto 390 mV/atm using 500 ohm-m distilled 

water in porous sandstones, and about 15 mV/atm using 4.4 ohm-m water. 

Ahmad (1964) obtained E/~P values in quartz sands ranging from 50 mV/atm 

for 24 ohm-m pore fluid to about 2400 mV/atm for 2700 ohm-m pore fluid, 

and similar results were obtained by Ogilvy et al. (1969). The measure

ments in quartz sands also revealed that E/~P is affected by the permea

bility and grain size of the matrix, factors that do not appear explicitly 

in (1). The flow of steam in pipes has been seen to generate very large 

potentials (Kl inkenberg and van der Minne, 1958) so it is possible that 

electrokinetic coupling coefficients for subsurface steam flow may be 

greater than those 1 isted above for fluid flow. 

Self-potential fields produced by the flow of subsurface water have 

been observed by Ogilvy et al. (1969), who measured variations of as much 

as 50 mV over zones of water leakage through fissures in the rock floor 

of a reservoir; and by Bogoslovsky and Ogilvy (1973), who obtained a posi

tive anomaly of 55 mV amplitude that mirrored the groundwater depression 

cone surrounding a well pumping from a depth of 16 m. Streaming poten

tials are thought to be the most reasonable explanation for the self

potential anomalies described by Zablocki (1976), Combs and Wilt (1976), 

•• 
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Zohdy et al. (1973), and Anderson and Johnson (1976). As discussed 

later in this paper, the self-potential contours at Leach Hot Springs, 

Nevada strongly resemble the pattern of near-surface water flow. Onodera 

(1974) observed that the self-potential measured across a stationary dipole 

near a production well in the Otake field, Japan (the lenqth, location 

and orientation of the dipole are not specified) varied by 28 m\1 as the 

flow of the well was turned off and on, the varJation being attributed 

to streaming potentials. 

A technique for calculating self-potential fields generated by 

electrokinetic coupling is given by Nourbehecht (1963). This technique 

uses the concepts of irreversible thermodynamics to describe the coupling 

of pressure and potential gradients, and requires that a component 

of the pressure gradient be parallel to a boundary separating regions of 

differing electrokinetic coupling coefficients in order for a surface 

self-potential field to be developed by subsurface fluid flow. 

The only electrokinetic model described explicitly by Nourbehecht 

is a buried spherical pressure sauce (or sink) in a horizontally layered 

medium. Although a spherical source probably is not representative~ the 

driving force for fluid flow in a geothermal system, it is instructive 

to compare surface potential fields generated by this model with those 

obtained from the thermoelectric case discussed earlier. For the same 

geometry and resistivity distribution used for the thermoelectric case 

(Fig. 1), the maximum surface potential above the center of.the sphere 

is about 0.6 [(c 1 -c 2 )~P] mV, where c1 and c2 are the electrokinetic 

coupling coefficients in mV/atm of the upper and' lower layers respectively 
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and ~p is the pressure difference across the boundary of the sphere in 

atmospheres. 

For a reasonable value of (c 1-c 2) of 10 mV/atm and a pressure differ

ence of 5 atm the maximum potential over the center of the sphere is about 

30 mV, about an order of magnitude greater than for the reasonable thermo

electric case discussed previously. The polarity of the anomaly depends 

on the sign of (C 1-c 2 ) and the direction of the pressure gradient, so 

anomalies may be of either polarity. Thus, for similar geometry, self

potential anomalies generated by electrokinetic coupling might be expected 

to be larger in amplitude than those generated by thermoelectric coupling. 

An important point of this discussion is that the magnitude and 

polarity of self-potential anomalies generated by thermoelectric and elec

trokinetic coupling depend not only on source parameters such as temp

erature, pressure, and geometry, but also on the magnitudes and differences 

of the coupling coefficients. Thus even if substantial subsurface temp

erature and pressure gradients exist in an area,. a measurable self-potential 

anomaly will not be generated unless the coupling coefficients and their 

differences across boundaries are sufficiently large. Also, even though 

both driving forces (temperature and pressure) may be present, the con

tribution of each to the total anomaly will depend on the relative mag

nitude of the coupling coefficients and their differences. These mag

nitudes may vary not only from one geothermal area to another, but also 

from point to point within the same area. Therefore, knowledge of in situ 

coupling coefficients is necessary before any quantitative comparison 

between thermoelectric and electrokinetic contributions to a given self

potential anomaly may be made. 
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Noise sources and data gual ity 

Self-potential surveys made for conductive mineral exploration 

often are plagued by high noise levels and poor data repooducibil ity, 

problems which have cast the method into some disrepute. These problems 

are compounded in geothermal surveys, where the wavelength of the anomalies 

tends to be much longer, and their amplitude smaller than typical for 

shallow conductive mineral deposits. The long survey 1 ines needed for 

profiling in geothermal areas increase errors caused by telluric current 

variations and electrode drift, and the typical geologic background noise 

level of ±5 to ±10 mV may interfere with the detection of anomalies of 

the same magnitude. Survey procedures, such as stepwise advancement of 

a shor<t measuring dipole ( 11 leapfrog" technique) or the watering of electrodes 

to improve ground contact, which are adequate for the detection of the 

short-wavelength, high-amp! itude anomalies that are typical of shallow 

conductive mineral deposits {Sato and Mooney, 1960) have lead to serious 

cumulative errors when used over long survey 1 ines. As the necessary 

precautions for obtaining reliable data in large-scale self-potential 

surveys are not treated in detail in the standard references on the method 

(e.g., Parasnis, 1966 ; Broughtdn Edge and Laby, 1931 ), the sources of 

noise and error for such surveys are discussed briefly in the following 

sections • 

1. Telluric currents 

Long-period telluric currents generated by temporal variations in 

the earth 1 s magnetic field may be much as several hundred mV/km over resis

tive terrain (Keller and Frischknecht, 1966). Much of this telluric activity 
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is between 10 and 40 seconds in period, but there is also considerable 

energy at longer periods. If significant variations of 10 to 40 second 

periods occurwhile a self-potential measurement is being made, several 

successive peaks and troughs may be averaged to give a reasonable approx

imation to the true 11 DC'' value. Variations with periods greater than about 

one minute, however, are much more difficult to recognize during a typical 

measurement period of less than one minute, and may be erroneously assumed 

to be spatial variations. An estimate of the level of long-period telluric 

activity may be gained by recording telluric variations across a stationary 

dipole in the survey area, but quantitative corrections to the data may 

be made only if the apparent resistivity of the earth beneath both the 

stationary dipole and the survey point is known for a period equal to 

that of a recorded variation. 

Telluric variations generally are not as serious a problem in 

relatively conductive valleys as in mountainous areas, where resistivities 

usually are higher, lateral resistivity variations are more prominent, 

and the direction of the currents may vary considerably. Even under ideal 

geologic conditions, self-potential measurements taken during magnetic 

storms may exhibit very high noise levels. 

2. Streaming potentials 

As discussed above, electrokinetic coupling may be one of the mech

anisms by which geothermal activity generates self-potential anomalies. 

Such potentials generated by the flow of non-thermal subsurface water 

would constitute a noise source in geothermal prospecting, and may be a 

major cause of variations related to topographic effects that are sometimes 

•· 

• 
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observed in self-potential data (Williams et al ., 1976; Poldini, 1939). 

An extreme example of a topographic effect pcissibly related to 

streaming potentials was noted in a survey on Adak Island in the Aleutian 

chain of Alaska, where self-potential measurements were made in conjunction 

with other electrical- studies to assess the geothermal potential around 

Adagdak volcano. A strong correlation between a self-potential profile 

and elevation is seen in Figure 3. The topographic peak of Adagdak, at 

an elevation of 645 m, was 2693 mV negative with respect to a reference 

at 15m above sea level. Because of the large amount of rain on Adak, 

a streaming potential mechanism provides a reasonable explanation for the 

observed correlation of self-potential with elevation. Adagdak is normally 

covered with rain clouds above the 300 m elevation, and snow fields were 

present in August when the work was done, so an abundant supply of water 

was available. Assuming that a hydrostatic head due to a water table 

elevation difference is the driving mechanism, an electrokinetic coupling 

coefficient of about 100 mV/atm is indicated for the upper slope of Adagdak. 

This is a reasonable value considering that the ground water is low in 

dissolved sol ids and therefore has relatively high resistivity. In this 

area, the topographically related potential completely overshadowed any 

possible anomaly caused by geothermal act~vity. The lack of detailed know

ledge of the surface hydrology and of in situ electrokinetic coupling co

efficients make it difficult to correct quantitatively for this large potential. 

3. Conductive mineral deposits 

Deposits containing conducting sulfides such as pyrite, phrrhotite, 

chalcopyrite, chalcocite and covellite, as well as deposits of magnetite, 

covell ite, and graphite are known to generate self-potential anomalies 
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which almost invariably are negative 'in polarity over the top of the deposit. 

The anomalies may be as much as 100 mV in amplitude and seldom exceed a 

few hundred meters in width (Sate and Mooney, 1960). Sate and Mooney 

(1960) propose a mechanism for these anoml ies in which the conductive 

mineral deposit serves as a path for electrons to travel upward throgh 

the deposit, from the reducing environment at depth to the oxidizing 

environment at the upper end of the deposit. The corresponding flow of 

groundwater ions in the earth surrounding the deposit generates the observed 

anomaly. As conductive minerals, unrelated to present-day geothermal activity, 

often occur in geothermal areas, their anomalies could present a noise source 

in geothermal surveys. An example of such an anomaly in shown in Figure 4. 

The large scale of the anomaly and its onset coincident with Kyle Hot Springs 

appeared to be of geothermal interest, but test holes at locations KY-1 and 

KY-3 showed an extensive zone of conductive graphite (with pyrite in KY:-3) 

begin~ing at a depth of about 40 m (Goldstein, et al ., 1976). As heat 

flow values in the holes were normal for the area, it seems reasonable 

to infer that the anomaly was caused by the conductive mineralization, 

operating through the mechanism described above. 

4. Cultural activity 

Stray currents generated by cultural activity are. a major problem in 

populated (and some unpopulated) areas. Such currents may be generated by 

power lines, electrical ground, corrosion of pipelines or buried metallic 

junk, the action of pipeline corrosion protection systems, well casings, and 

other geophysical activities in the survey area. The currents may be 

steady, or may take the form of individual spikes or pulses, series of 

,.. 
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sinusoidal or square waves, or irregular variations, and may attain ampl i

tudes of.tens or hundreds of mV/km at distances greater than 5 km from 

the source (Hoogervorst, 1975). The use of a telluric monitoring dipole, 

as mentioned previously, along witb careful observations for possible 

sources of stray currents, is essential to avoid interpreting voltages 

generated by such currents as natural self-potentials. 

5. Resistivity variations and uneven !opography 

The thermoelectric and electrokinetic processes described previously 

act essentially as underground current sources. The surface potential 

fields generatedby these sources will be influenced by the subsurface 

resistivity distribution, and the self-potential field generated by a 

geothermal source may be distorted by resistivity changes across faults 

or contacts which are not thermally active. In some cases these self

potential variations may be useful for structural mapping, but care must 

be taken not to confuse them with anomalies generated by actual thermal 

activity. As discussed previously, currents produced by telluric activity 

also are influenced by the resistivity distribution, causing variations 

in the surface potential field. An example of distortion of a geotbermally 

generated self-potential field caused by a change in resistivity across 

a contact is seen in the Cerro Prieto data (Fig. 8), discussed later in 

this 1p~per. Near-surface resistivity variations also may be responsible 

for some of the large-amplitude, short-wavelength noise often superimposed 

on longer wavelength self-potential anomalies in the vicinity of a geo

thermal source. 

Uneven topography may affect surface potential fields by distorting 
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current flow patterns (Grant and West, 1965). As near-surface resistivity 

also may vary considerably from point to point in areas of uneven topography, 

it may be difficult to separate the topographic and resistivity effects 

(non-geothermal streaming potentials also may be generated in such areas). 

A possible example of these combined effects is seen in the eastern portion 

of the self-potential profile from Roosevelt Hot Springs (Fig. II), where the 

noise level increased considerably in an area of extremely uneven topography. 

6. Electrochemical effects 

Variations in soil chemistry, temperature, or moisture content 

probab 1 y account for much of the background norse seen in se 1 f-potent i a 1 

data. The profile along 1 ine A-A' in Grass Valley, Nevada (Fig. 6) 

shows typical background noise of as much as ±10 mV in desert areas. 

This noise may have wavelengths as short as a few em, and its amplitude 

usually is less in areas of moist or more uniform soil. These environmental 

variations affect the "non~polarizing" electrodes used for field measure

ments and may result in irreproducible polarization and drift. Preliminary 

laboratory and field data indicate that different electrode types (e.g., 

copper-copper sulfate, silver-silver chloride, calomel) may respond differ

ently to changes in soil chemistry, moisture content,· and temperature, 

so it is desirable that the electrode type used for a given survey 

be specified along with the survey results. 

a) Electrochemical concentration cells 

The potentials generated by chemical concentration cells may reach 

several hundred mV (Macinnes, 1961), but these values usually will be 

.. 

•. 
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seen only across bare metallic electrodes, as the 1 iquid junctions of 

••non-polarizing•• electrodes produce counter potentials and 1 imit the overall 

cell potential to several tens of mV (Corwin, 1976a). Nourbehecht (1963) 

estimated that about 20 mV might be the maximum expected value for most 

geochemical concentration cells. Semenov (1974) reported maximum anomalies 

of about -30 mV across salt marsh areas, and a survey run across a desert 

salt flat in Buffalo Valley, Nevada showed no apparent effect of the 

change in soil chemistry between the salt flat area and the surrounding soil. 

Positive anomalies of 20 to 40 mV over pegmatite veins, and smaller 

anomalies over silicified zones, have been attributed to electrochemical effects 

(Semenov, 1974). As the boundary of the anomaly at Leach Hot Springs, 

Nevada (Figs. 6 and 7) corresponds to that of a silicified area, it is 

possible that electrochemical effects contribute to the observed self-

potential anomaly. 

Alunite may be present in areas of hydrothermal alteration. Very 

large self-potential anomalies of -1800 mV (Gay, 1967) and -700 mV (Kruger 

and Lacy, 1949) have been attributed to a concentration cell effect caused 

by the weathering of alunite to sulfuric acid. The presence of alunite in 

geothermal areas such as the Dome Fault zone of the Roosevelt Hot Springs 

KGRA (Parry et al., 1976),then, lends additional uncertainty to the interpre

tation of self-potential anomalies. The pH difference of about 3.3 between 

the alunite-bearing and background areas described by Gay (1967) would 

generate only about 200 mV across a hydrogen ion-reference electrode 

pair, and preliminary laboratory measurements indicate that pH cells 

generate even smaller potentials across copper-copper sulfate or other 

non-polarizing electrode pairs. Thus, it remains unclear whether measured 
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self-potentials exceeding a few hundred mV could be generated by hydrogen

ion concentration cells produced by the weathering of alunite. Self

potential surveys conducted by one of us (DBH) across alunite deposits 

in the Wah Wah mountains, Utah, and at the Randsburgh, California KGRA 

showed no significant anomalies, so alunite may be present without ac

companying self-potential activity. 

Even though most electrochemical potentials may be 1 imited to a few 

tens of millivolts, they tend to obscure small, long-wavelength anomalies 

which may be of geothermal interest. Their effect may be minimized by 

careful selection of electrode sites for uniform soil conditions, by 

filtering the field data to reduce short-wavelength variations, or possi

bly by measuring soil chemical properties at each electrode site for 

future data correction. Improved electrode design, such as the use of a 

double electrolyte chamber to further chemically isolate the electrode 

element from the soil, also may help to reduce electrochemical effects. 

b) Soil moisture and watering of electrodes 

Variations in soil moisture content often give rise to self-potential 

variations, with the electrode in the wetter soil usually becoming more 

positive (Poldini, 1939). Similar variations are caused by the common 

practice of watering electrodes to improve electrical contact with the 

ground. Potential variations caused by watering of electrodes generally 

do not adversely affect commutated resistivity readings, but may seriously 

degrade self-potential data. 

Figure 5 shows the effect of watering copper-copper sulfate electrodes. 

The electrodes were placed in an acid clay soil and allowed to stabilize for 

about 15 min (during this period the potenti~l changed by 3 mV). Then, 
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about 250 ml of water was poured around one electrode, which caused a 

jump of 14 mV positive with respect to the unwatered electrode. During 

the 25 min requried for absorption of the water into the soil, the po-

tential of the watered electrode dropped, possibly because of a streaming 

potential generated by the flow of the water into the soil. When the 

absorption was complete, the potential rose to a maximum of 22 mV over a 

period of about 1 hour. The positive potential associated with the watered 

electrode has been attributed by one of us (DBH) to ~lectrode contact 

potentials related to a capillary effect (Kruyt, 1952). 

When large diameter (>2 em) non-polarizing electrodes are used in 

the field, contact resistances rarely exceed 20 k ohm (1 to 10 ohms is 

typical) if care- is taken to insert the electrodes firmly into small pits 

that penetrate through the dry surface soil layer (usually no more than 

10-20 em deep, -even in desert soils). 6 Inexpensive voltmeters of 10 ohm 

input impedance will not draw appreciable current from the electrodes under 

these conditions, and there is no need to water the electrodes to reduce 

contact resistance. When using very small diameter (<5 mm) electrodes, 

contact resistance seldom exceeds 500 k ohms, and voltmeters having 109 ohm 

input impedance have proven satisfactory. 

Electrode watering, therefore, may cause persistant electrode 

potential changes, and elimination of this practice results in improved 

consistency and reproducibility of self-potential readings. This is particu-

larly true in 11 leapfrog'' surveys, which are subject to positive cumulative 

error in the traverse direction, caused by the fresher watering of the leading 

electrode. Natural variations of soil moisture must be carefully noted 

in the field, with the realization that they may be the cause of self-
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potential variations of as much as a few tens of mi.llivolts. 

c) Electrode polarization and drift 

A spurious potential (poJarization) will be measured across an 

electrode pair if the electrolyte or porous junction of the measuring 

electrode become contaminated with chemical species not ordinarily. 

present in the electrolyte, or if the electrolyte temperature or porous 

junction moisture contents differ. Polarization may appear suddenly, 

for example,after contact of the measuring electrode with a highly concen

trated groundwater solution or it may be manifested as drift, as when the 

porous junction of a base station electrode dries or absorbs groundwater 

ions over a period of time. Drift may also be observed during the course 

of a single reading, as the temperature, moisture, and chemical content of 

the electrode adjust to the values in the soil. Minimizing the amount of 

time an electrode remains in the ground reduces the chance for contam

ination. Therefore, readings should be made as quickly as possible, 

consistent with the level of telluric noise activity. Usually, only 

a few seconds are needed for the electrode to 11 settle in 1
_
1

, with any 

drift after this period being a response to environmental conditions. 

Along with telluric variations and time-varying stray currents, polari

zation and drift constitute the major source of non-reproducibility in 

most self-potential measurements. 

If the electrolyte temperature of the measuring electrode differs 

from that of the reference, a potential will appear across the electrode 

pair. The temperature coefficient for saturated copper-copper sulfate 

electrodes is about 0.5 mV/°C (Ewing, 1939; Poldini, 1939); for silver-

.._ 
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silver chloride electrodes it is somewhat less than half of this value 

(Corwin and Conti, 1973). The combined polarization and drift caused by 

these temperature differences, by electrolyte or porous junction con

tamination, or by drying of the porous junction may be determined during 

the survey by periodically measuring the voltage between the working elec

trodes and a reference electrode maintained in a bath of electrolyte 

solution. The reference electrode maintains a relatively constant potential 

if its temperature is held constant. This procedure allows polarization 

and drift corrections to be made to the data. As these corrections may 

at times amount to some 20 mV, neglecting them may lead to significant 

errors. An example of data improvement resulting from this procedure is 

discussed later in this paper, in the description of survey results from 

Leach Hot Springs, Nevada. 

7. Field procedure 

It is apparent that much care must be taken to obtain reproducible 

and meaningful self-potential data. We have found that potential readings 

are affected by the quality of the electrode contact with the soil, and 

that this effect is greater than would be predicted from a simple change in 

circuit resistance relative to the impedance of the measuring instrument. 

For example, reseating an electrode to reduce the measured circuit resis-

tance from 20 k ohms to 5 k ohms may change the measured potential by 

5 or 10 mV, representing a variation of at least several percent for a 

typical total reading of less than a few hundred mV. For a voltmeter 

with 106 ohm input impedance, a source resistance change of 15 k ohms 

would cause the indicated voltage to change by only a few tenths of a 
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percent; an amount considerably less than the observed variation. Therefore, 

electrode contact resistance should be checked at each station, and an 

effort made to ensure good ground ~ontact and to k~ep the circuit resis

tance as uniform as possible from station to station. As the resistance 

measurement polarizes the ~lectrodes by driving current through them, it 

should be made after completing the self-potential reading, for as short 

a time as possible. 

Potentials generated by telluric currents should be monitored to 

assure that they are not misinterpreted as spatial anomalies. Frequent 

checks of electrode polarization and drift are essential, especially 

when a 11gradient 11 or 11 leapfrog••survey configuration (in which a dipole 

of fixed length is stepped along the survey line; and successive voltages 

added to obtain the total field) is used. When many such additions are 

performed_, small errors may accumulate to large values. Running such 

surveys in a closed loop does not provide an absolute check on possible 

cumulative error, as the polarization of an electrode pair may change 

magnitude and polarity from reading to reading. Alternating the leading 

and following electrodes ( 11 leapfrogging••) in this type of survey will 

help to reduce cumulative error caused by electrode polarization. Polar

ization errors also will affect data for a ••total field 11 survey (in which 

a fixed base electrode is used for the entire survey) but, as successive 

readings are not additive as with the ••gradient•• method, the error of each 

. reading is 1 imited to the maximum value of the polarization. If field 

measurements are made carefully and the effects of polarization, 

drift, tellurics, and stray currents are accounted for, most self

potential measurements (if made at identical locations) are repro-
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ducible within about ±5 mV, even if taken many years apart (Parasnis, 

1970). 

Reproducible data, of course, are not necessarily meaningful in 

terms of geothermal activity. The possibility that the measurements have 

been affected by non-thermal subsurface water flow, conduc~ive mineral 

deposits, stray currents (and other cultural effects such as plowed fields, 

cultivation, irrigation, or agricultural chemicals), or soil moisture 

or chemistry variations must be carefully considered. These effects may 

be minimized by judicious selection of survey 1 ines and electrode sites, 

and careful observation and recording of soil type and condition, local 

geology, vegetation, topography, and cultural manifestations. 

Previously reported self-potential surveys in geothermal areas 

Self-potential anomalies of widely varying amplitude, polarity, and 

spatial extent have been reported from several geothermal areas. Examples 

from the United States include positive anomalies of as much as 2300 mV 

in amplitude and about 1 km in width measured on Kilauea volcano, Hawaii 

by Zablocki (1976); a negative anomaly of about 200 mV amplitude and about 

1 km in width at the northwest edge of the Dunes thermal area, California 

(Combs and Wilt, 1976); a steep-sided positive anomaly of about 30 mV 

amplitude and 2 km in width over the Mud Volcano area of Yellowstone 

National Park, Wyoming (Zohdy et al., 1973); a dipolar anomaly covering 

about 15 km and of about 900 mV peak-to-peak amplitude over a postulated 

resurgent dome in Long Valley, California (Anderson and Johnson, 1976); 

narrow dipolar anomalies of about 60 mV maximum amplitude in areas of 

known near-surface hot water in the Raft River Valley, Idaho (Williams 
I 
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et al., 1976 ; Mabey et al., this volume); and a negative anomaly of 

about 60 mV amplitude and 3 km in width centered over the Leach Hot Springs 

area of Grass Valley, Nevada (Corwin, 1976a) (an updated version of this 

survey is discussed below). 

Examples from outside the United States include positive anomalies 

a few hundred meters wide and as much as 400 mV amplitude measured in the 

Manikar~n section of the Parbati Valley geothermal zone, India (Jangi 

et al., 1976); potential gradients of more than 10 mV/m over electrode 

spacings of 20 to 50 m in the Aeolian Islands and near Naples, Italy 

(Rapolla, 1974); and negative anomalies of about 100 mV amplitude and several 

hundred meters wide extending along fault lines of previously known geo

thermal activity in the Otake geothermal field, Kyushu, Japan (Onodera, 

1974). This last example is expecially interesting, as similar self

potential indications in an area of the field where geothermal activity 

had not been previously observed apparently helped locate test wells which 

proved productive enough to lead to the construction of a power plant. 

Results of recent surveys 

1. Leach Hot Springs area, Grass Valley, Nevada 

The results of a self-potential survey made in August 1974 over the 

Leach Hot Springs area of Grass Valley, Nevada were described by Corwin 

(1976a). Data taken along line A-A' are shown in Figure 6, and the lo

cation of the 1 ine is shown in Figure 7. As the wire reel used for this 

survey held only 500 m, a new base station was established every kilo

meter, intermediate readings made every 50 or 100 m to the north and south 

of the base, and the readings tied to those made from the previous base 

at the 500 m stations. Polarization and drift of the copper-
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copper sulfate electrodes were not monitored, so no corrections to the data 

were made for these effects. 

Self-potential measurements in the same area were repeated in 

September 1975, using a base electrode located at 4.2 km north on line 

A-A' and a reel holding 5 km of wire, allowing the base electrode to remain 

at the same location throughout the entire survey (including all the 

other survey lines shown in figure 7). Survey electrode polarization 

was determined by periodically measuring the potential between the survey 

electrode and a portable reference electrode carried in a bath of copper 

sulfate solution. The readings were corrected by subtracting the polar

ization values from the observed measurements, with correction values 

1 inearly interpolated between polarization measurements. 

The results of the 1975 survey along 1 ine A-A' are shown in Figure 6~ 

Station locations were within a few meters of the 1974 ones, and readings 

generally were made every 100m instead of the 50 m interval used for 

most of the 1974 survey. A change in the nature of the data between the 

two surveys is apparent, with the potentials for the 1975 data returning 

to a constant level on either side of a negative anomaly surrounding the 

hot springs area. Although many of the shorter-wavelength variations 

(up to 1 or 2 km) are similar for the two surveys, cumulative error in 

the earlier survey, caused by repeated movement of the base electrode 

and lack of correction for electrode polarization, resulted in a spurious 

offset of about 30 mV between the north and south ends of the line, and 

obscured the true nature of the negative anomaly surrounding the hot 

springs area. 

Self-potential contours for the Leach Hot Springs area, based on 
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the smoothed 1975 data, are shown in Figure 7A. A negative anomaly of 

about 50 mV amplitude encloses the hot spring area and shows maximum 

activity close to the surface expression of a fault which is thought to 

act as a conduit for the thermal water (Olmsted et al., 1975). The bounda~y 

of the self-potential anomaly roughly coincides with the 2 HFU contour 

given by Olmsted et a1.(1975), shown in Figure 78, and with the boundary 

of a positive P-wave velocity anomaly and an electrically resistive silica 

zone surrounding the hot spring area (Beyer et al., 1976). Total hot 

spring flow at Leach Hot Springs is about 12 1 iters/sec at an average 

temperature of about 78°C (Olmsted et al., 1975). To date, no deep drilling 

has been done in the area, so the extent of any additional geothermal 

activity is not known. 

The negative self-potential anomaly just to the north of the hot 

springs coincides with an area where the heat flow is high and the near

surface groundwater level drops sharply (Fig. 78). Although not enough 

information is available to allow the contribution to the self-potential 

anomaly from these two effects to be separated, the similarity of the water· 

table and self-potential contours in this area suggests an electrokinetic 

· mechan~sm. The water table drops about 50 m, equivalent to a pressure 

difference of about 5 atm, in the vicinity of the springs. The resis

tivity of the spring water is about 12 ohm-m (Olmsted et al., 1975) and 

the rocks in the hot springs area are highly silicified, so an electro

kinetic coupling coefficient of 10 mV/atm might not be unreasonable. 

Thus a 50 mV potential difference could be generated by the 5 atm pressure 

drop along the flow path, accounting for the similarity between the self

potential and water table contours in the vicinity of the fault. 
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2. Cerro Prieto geothermal field, Baja California, Mexico 

Cerro Prieto, located in northern Baja California, Mexico, is a 

major geothermal field, presently producing 75 megawatts of electrical 

energy. Total fluid flow is about 750 metric tons/hr of steam and 2000 

metric tons/hr of separated water (Noble et al., 1977). Well-head 

temperatures range from about 250°C to over 300°C and total dissolved 

sol ids (primarily NaCl) of the well water vary from about 9000 to 37,000 

ppm (Manon et al., 1977). 

A self-potential profile, 1 ine B-B 1
, run across the producing area 

of the field is shown in Figure 8. The location of the survey 1 ine, and 

the straight 1 ine onto which the data were projected to reduce geometric 

distortion, are shown in Figure 9. A striking dipolar anomaly with a 

peak-to-peak amplitude of about 150 mV is centered over the Cerro Prieto 

fault which is thought to act as a major conduit for the geothermal fluids 

(Noble et al., 1977). 

A geologic profile along 1 ine B-B 1 is shown in the center of Figure 

8, and an electrical model made in an attempt to define the source geometry 

of the self-potential anomaly is shown at the bottom of the figure. 

The model consists of a vertical sequence of ten horizontal current dipoles, 

separated by 500 m, in a half-space of 3 ohm-m resistivity. The dipole 

currents, which were chosen by trial and error to produce a potential 

field which roughly matches the measured data, increase linearly with depth. 

The dipoles extend from a depth of 1 km to 3.25 km; the zone of the fault 

along which thermal fluids are thought to flow into the shale and sandstone 

formation which comprises the geothermal reservoir. The dipoles are only 

in the plane of the section, and do not extend along the strike of the fault. 
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The potential field generated by the model corresponds reasonably 

well with the actual profile in the vicinity of the fault and near the 

ends of the line. The positive deviation of the actual profile from the 

theoretical curve beginning at about 1 km W probably is caused by higher 

resistivity material to the west of this point (well M-6 is not a pro

ducer, and the western boundary of the production zone 1 ies between wells 

M-9 and M-6). The cause of the deviation centered at about 5 km E is not 

known, as 1 ittle geologic information is available in this area. 

Obviously, this model does not define the mechanism of generation 

of the anomaly. However, it does demonstrate that anomalies of very long 

wavelength may be produced by potentials generated in a relatively narrow 

fault zone, and that the existence of an extensive volume of elevated 

temperature or fluid circulation is not required for the generation of 

long-wavelength self-potential anomalies (although such a volume does 

exist in this case). 

Considerable temperature and flow data, along with a number of 

reservoir core samples, are available for this field. We intend in the 

near future to measure the thermoelectric and electrokinetic coupling 

coefficients of the cores, and then to attempt to quantitatively model 

the potential generating mechanism using a technique presently being de

veloped by D.V. Fitterman of the U.S. Geological Survey (personal communi

cation, 1978). This technique, based on the approach of Nourbehecht 

(1963), allows the calculation of surface potential fields developed by 

temperature or pressure gradients in the vicinity of a vertical contact. 

3. Paoha Island, Mono Lake, California 

In 1976, an offshore self-potential survey was conducted in Mono 
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Lake, California, near a hot spring area on Paoha Island (Waring, 1965). 

The measurements were made between silver-silver chloride electrodes sep-

arated by 35m, towed along the water surface behind a small boat (the 

equipment and procedures used are described by Corwin, 1976b). The survey 

1 ine, shown in Figure 10i was about 15 m offshore, in water about 15 m deep. 

A gradient anomaly with a maximum amplitude of 0.7 mV/35m and a 

length of 1200 m was measured directly offshore of the hot springs area 

(Fig. 10). Integration of this gradient anomaly gave a total field anomaly 

of about 2 mV maximum amplitude peak-to-peak. While the anomaly amplitude 

is small, it is well above the background noise level of about 0.05 mV/35m. 

The small amplitude of the anomaly is not surprising in view of the 0.1 

ohm-m resistivity of the highly saline lake water. 

Thermal gradient measurements made on the lake bottom indicate 

that the thermal activity continues offshore of the hot spring area on 

' Paoha Island (Welday, 1977). A significant feature of this survey is that 

the anomaly was measured in homogeneous lake water, precluding possible 

electrode effects caused by varying soil chemistry, temperature, and mois-

ture content (discussed previously) often encountered in an onshore sur-

vey. 

4. Roosevelt Hot Springs KGRA, Utah 

The Roosevelt Hot Springs KGRA, located near Milford, Utah, is a 

water dominated geothermal system with maximum temperatures in excess of 

265°C (Lenzer et al., 1977). Several production wells have been drilled 

in the area, and two of these wells are reported to be capable of pro-

ducing a total mass flow of at least 450 metric tons/hr. The reservoir 
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consists of fractures within crystal! ine rock, and the depth to the 

top of the reservoir ranges from about 100 m to more than 1 km. The 

water contains about 6000 to 8000 ppm of dissolved sol ids, mainly NaCl. 

The Dome fault, which strikes NNE through the area, appears to signifi-

cantly influence the hydrology, and coincides with- the axis of a thermal 

gradient anomaly (Lenzer et al., 1977; Sill and Bodell, 1977). 

A self-potential profile run in early 1977 across the Dome Fault 

zone is shown in Figure 11. Also shown in the figure are thermal gradient 

data obtained by Sill and Bodell (1977) along a 1 ine roughly coincident 

with the self-potential 1 ine. A broad dipolar self-potential anomaly, 

extending from about 2.5 km west to about 1 km east, is roughly centered 

over the Dome Fault. The broad anomaly is interrupted by a steep po-

tential gradient centered directly over the surface trace of the Dome Fault. 

Some smaller self-potential variations correlate with faults or fault 

_zones (lndicated by arrows in Fig. 11) described by Ward and Sill (1976). 

' The large-amplitude, short-wavelength self-potential activity to the east 

of 1 km east coincides with an area of steep topography and numerous 

outcrops of granitic rock. As discussed previously~ high noise levels 

might be expected in such areas. 

The correspondenc~ between the broad self-potential and thermal 

gradient profiles suggests a geothermal origin for the self-potential. 

However, alunite (Ward and Sill, 1976) and pyrite (Parry et· al., 1976) 

are known to be present in the Dome Fault zone. As discussed previously, 

self-potential activity may be associated with these minerals. The 

dipolar nature of this anomaly, however, is not typical of self-potential 

activity related to pyrite or alunitemineral ization, which usually is of 
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negative polarity (Sato and Mooney, 1960; Gay, 1967). The shape of the 

dipolar anomaly is similar to that seen at Cerro Prieto (discussed earlier), 

and its coincidence with a major fault suggests a similar source geometry; 

electrical activity with a finite vertical extent concentrated in the 

fault zone. The short-wavelength dipolar anomaly superimposed on the. 

longer wavelength variation and located directly over the surface trace 

of the fault could be caused by a separat~ shallower zone of geothermally 

generated electrical activity along the fault.· 

5. Steamboat Springs, Nevada 

Reconnaissance electrical surveys, including self-potential measure-

ments, were made by the U.S. Geological Survey in the Steamboat Springs 

area of Nevada in 1975 (Fig. 12). The surveys covered the Steamboat 
2 . 

Hills, an area of about 21 km west of Highway 395. Detailed self-poten-

tial studies were previously made in the eastern part of this area by 

White et al. (1964). The earlier survey reported considerable difficulty 

with 11fluctuating conditions••, which were attributed to 11differences in 

chemical activity, weather, and soil moisture interacting with the porous 

pot (copper-copper sulfate) electrodes that were used. 11 Station spacing 

was 50 ft (15.2 m) and positive and negative anomalies of several hun-

dred mV amplitude and as much as 200ft (61 m) in width were observed, 

••with no recognized geologic differences to distinguish positive from 

negative •11 

Examination of this earlier data shows that areas of opaline and 

chalcedonic sinter outcrop coincide with large-amplitude (about 100 mV) 

short-wavelength potential variations, in contrast to other areas where 

short-wavelength variations were of much smaller amplitude. It appears 
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that extreme electrode polarization effects were responsible for the 

noise, which tended to obscure other anomalies. White et a1.(1964) 

·state that no broad scale trends were found; however, one of their traverses 

(no. 8) crossed the north end of the principal anomaly found in the 1975 

survey. Smoothing of their data shows a dipolar anomaly of 100 mV ampli

tude and 1200 m width, bounded by negative skirts, which corresponds well 

with the 1975 data. 

In the 1975 reconn~issance survey, a station spacing of 300 m and 

a leapfrog method of traversing were used in order to cover the large 

area. As this technique is subject to cumulative errors, three sets of 

electrodes (one of copper-copper sulfate and two of silver-silver chloride) 

were used to check electrode polarization. Almost all of the lines were 

closed, and closure error did not exceed 13 mV with the silver-silver 

chloride electrodes. The copper-copper sulfate electrodes proved unsatis

factory for this survey because of large drifts, probably caused by polar

ization effects. 

The self-potential contour map (Fig. 12) shows a north-trending 

positive zone flanked by negative skirts, suggesting a dipolar source, 

situated between the mud volcano basin and the high terrace. This area 

is about 1 km west of and 30 m higher in elevation than the Steamboat 

Springs fault zone, along which the present hot spring activity is con

centrated. It is interesting to note that no major long-wavelength anomalies 

are associated with the Steamboat Springs fault zone although the northern 

part along the main hot spring terrace is positive with respect to the 

background. Fault patterns in the Steamboat Hills are rather complex. 

The faults trend predominantly northeast, northwest, and north, with north 
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trending faults being the most numerous and youngest (White et al., 

1964). The negative skirts of the self-potentia} anomaly are asso

ciated with westerly dipping, north trending faults on the northern 

edge only. 

Audio-magnetotelluric surveys and two telluric traverses (Fig. 12) 

were made in conjunction with the self-potential survey. These data sets 

all show a low-resistivity trough running north-south along the western 

edge of the self-potential anomaly and decreasing to the south, about where 

the self-potential anomaly ends. 

Conclusions 

Both thermoelectric and electrokinetic coupling mechanisms may gen

erate self-potential anomalies comparable to those observed in geothermal 

areas. If the local resistivity distribution is known, source geometry 

may be estimated using standard potential field techniques. Estimates 

of additional parameters such as the pressure and temperature distribution 

of the source may be made using an approach described by Nourbehecht (1963). 

When this approach is applied to a simple spherical source, electrokinetic 

coupling is seen to generate larger anomalies than thermoelectric coupling 

for reasonable values of the temperature, pressure, and coupling coeffi

cients. Potehtials generated by this model for both thermoelectric and 

electrokinetic coupling are smaller in amplitude than many observed self

potential anomalies in geothermal areas, implying that the model geometry 

or the laboratory-measured coupling coefficients are not realistic for 

geothermal sources. An important point of this analysis is that the 

size and polarity of self-potential anomalies generated by geothermal 

activity depend not only on source parameters such as temperature, pressure, 
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and geometry, but also on the magnittide and differences of the coupling 

coefficients. 

Most self-potential measurements are reproducible within about 

±5 mV if proper field procedure and data reduction techniques are used. 

A better understanding of sources of geologic noise and electrode effects 

could lead to techniques for their removal from field data, allowing more 

reliable detection of anomalies of amplitude less than a few tens of 

millivolts. The possibility that observed anomalies may be related to 

non-geothermal sources, both geologic and cultural, must be considered. 

As with any other geophysical technique, all other available geologic~! 

and geophysical information must be used when considering the significance 

of self-potential data. 

Self-potential anomalies ranging in amplitude from about 50 mV to 

over 2V have been recorded in at least thirteen different geothermal areas 

around the world. Anomaly shaoes show no consistent pattern, al-

though the steepest gradients often are associated with faults thought 

to be conduits for thermal water, and broad-scale anomalies sometimes 

roughly coincide with areas of elevated heat flow. The short-wavelength, 

large amplitude anomalies that often appear to be related to faults in 

geothermal areas may be produced by relatively shallow thermal fluids 

in the fault zones,acting through an electrokinetic or thermoelectric 

coupling mechanism. Also, long-wavelength fields generated by deeper 

sources may exhibit locally steep gradients over near-surface lateral 

resistivity boundaries such as faults or contacts. 

At this time the most promising uses of the self-potential method 

in geothermal exploration appear to be for the detection and tracing of 
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faults which control the flow of thermal fluids (often characterized by 

a dipolar anomaly centered over the fault or by a steep ·self-potential 

gradient), and as a reconnaissance technique in searching for areas of 

elevated heat flow, which may be roughly outlined by broad, relatively 

smooth self-potential anomalies interrupted by the steep gradients char

acteristic of fault zones or contacts; 
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FIGURES 

Spherical model for thermoelectric or electro
kinetic potential generation (after Nourbehecht, 
1963). The boundary at depth d separates layers 
of different resistivity a and coupling coefficient 
c. The sphere is at a temperature 100 C above 
the ambient temperature T , or at a pressure 
5 atm above the ambient p~essure P . The polarity 
of the self-potential anomaly depeRds on the 
sign of the coupling coefficient difference (c 1-c 2). 

Self-potential distribution over a coal-mine fire, 
Marshall, Colorado. Contour interval is 20 mV. 
Open circles are survey stations. 

Self-potential vs. ground elevation, Adagdak 
Volcano, Adak Island, Alaska. 

Self-potential profile, 1 ine B-B', Kyle Hot 
Springs area, Buena Vista Valley, Nevada. KY-1 
and KY~3 are drill-hole locations. 

Variations in electrode potential caused by water
ing of ~opper-copper sulfate electrodes, Raft 
River, 1daho. Electrode separation was 200 m. 

Self-potential profiles, 1 ine A-A', Leach Hot 
Springs area, Grass Valley, Nevada. Location 
of 1 ine A-A' is shown in Figure 7A. Upper 
profile was run in_August 1974 and lower profile 
in September 1975, using improved field techniques 
described in text. Note typical desert soil 
background noise level of ±5 to ±10 mV toward 
north and south ends of 1975 profile. 

A. Self-potential distribution in Leach Hot 
Springs area, Grass Valley, Nevada, based on 
smoothed data taken in September 1975. SP-A 
through SP-E, A-A', and E-E' are traverse 1 ines 
along which measurements were made. Electrode 
spacing usually was 100m; contour interval is 
10 mV. Faults dashed where inferred. 

B. Heat flow contours (dashed) and altitude 
of water table above sea level (solid 1 ines) in 
the Leach Hot Springs area. (After Olmsted et al ., 
1975) . 
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Self-potential profile (December 1977 and March 
1978), geologic cross-section (from Manon et al ., 
1977), and electrical model for 1 ine B-B', 
Cerro Prieto geothermal field, Baja California, 
Mexico. The dashed 1 ine on the self-potential 
profile was generated by the model shown at the 
bottom of the figure. The location of 1 ine 
B-B' and the straight 1 ine onto which the data 
were projected are shown in Figure 9. 

Line B-B', Cerro Prieto geothermal field, Baja 
California, Mexico. That data shown in Figure 8 
were projected onto the straight dashed 1 ine 
connecting points B and B' to reduce geometric 
distortion. The indicated geothermal wells 
roughly outline the present production zone (the 
western boundary of the zone is between wells· 
M-6 and M-9). The exact location and strike of the 
fault which passes between wells M-10 and M-53 
are not yet established, 

Gradient and total field self-potential anomaly 1n 
Mono Lake, California, near hot springs area 
on Paoha Island. Electrodes were towed along 
the water surface, and water depth was about 15 m. 

Thermal gradient and self-potential profiles across 
the Dome Fault, Roosevelt Hot Springs KGRA, Utah. 
The 0-km point is at the intersection of sections 
9, 10, 16, and 15, ·and the 1 ine runs due east
west. Thermal gradient data are from Sill and 
Bodell (1977). Arrows denote points at which 
faults mapped by Ward and Sill (1976) cross the 
self-potential survey 1 ine. 

Self-potential distribution and relative telluric
voltage profiles in the Steamboat Hills area, 
Nevada. Open circles denote self-potential survey 
points; closed circles are stations on telluric 
traverses. Contour interval is 20 mV. 
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